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“Windermere has such a strong and loyal following, that even when brokers move from one region to another, they stay as part of the Family; 

such is the case with Elizabeth Foster; who has recently relocated to Central Oregon from the Corvallis Windermere offi  ce. We fi nd her to be a 

terrifi c asset and perfect blend within our Central Oregon community of Real Estate talent.”  ~ Dave Feagans, Owner

“Windermere Central Oregon Real Estate’s commitment to their Brokers, staff  and the communities is why I chose to work with them! During 

the global pandemic and with real estate becoming more global I noted that my capabilities to serve my clients was going to be best served 

with a company that not only gives the fi rst-class individualized service along with exceptional technology, marketing and continuing 

educational opportunities that I and the public deserves. Windermere has given me the tools to elevate my natural commitment to my clients 

but more importantly it has re-energized my entire professional real estate career and personally by being a better Broker.”  

~  Elizabeth Foster, Broker
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Jackie Elliott
Cascade Properties of Bend LLC

541-420-6045

20737 Livengood Way, Bend
Beautiful Cascade Village 

living. 55 and older 

community. 3 bedroom, 

2 bath, very spacious 

1506 sq. ft., extra large side 

deck. Fenced back deck for 

privacy, attached garage. 

A must see! Immaculate.

$164,950
Coldwell Banker Bain

Robinson-Ludwick Group, Brokers

541-383-4343

www.buysellbend.com

RIVER CANYON ESTATES 

SHOW STOPPER
This beautifully updated 3000 sq. ft., 

4 bedroom, 3 bath home. Downstairs 

features white oak floors, a private 

office, and full bath. The kitchen 

has quartz countertops, subway tile 

backsplash, a shiplap wrapped island, 

and a Blanco sink. The family room has 

a beautiful marble fireplace surround, 

built-in cabinets, and a tv mount with shiplap accent above the fireplace. Remodeled 

master bath and upstairs guest bath. Wonderfully landscaped yard with a patio and a hot 

tub. Three car tandem garage with ample storage. Unbeatable neighborhood with close 

access to the river trail, a community pool and clubhouse. $975,000.

� is “marriage,” Pantone said, is a great combination to 
set the mood in any room in the home, adding a dose of 
sunshine and positivity. � e company suggests its use in a 
truly aspirational and inspirational way:

Painting a front door in bright yellow Illuminating 
conveys a warm and welcoming message when supported 
by solid and dependable Ultimate Gray in the exterior 
� nishes, they suggest. � e combination can also work for 
any o�  ce, whether in the home or in a commercial space, 
with Ultimate Gray providing the � rm foundation for 
Illuminating, a vibrant yellow that heightens awareness 
and enhances intuition, lighting the way to the intellectual 
curiosity, originality and resourcefulness of an open mind.

Even if you don’t have such high hopes, Pantone’s colors 
of the year are incorporated in all manner of applications 

across the design spectrum, from paint and fabric, 
graphics and multimedia to makeup and home decor. 
Chances are you’ll see these colors somewhere in 2021, so 
if you’re interested in updating a room, here are some tips 
on application.

Color trends come and go, say the experts at Better 
Homes & Gardens, so one of the best ways to incorporate 
them is with accessories that you can easily and 
inexpensively swap out. � e magazine suggests starting 
with pillows, area rugs, throw blankets, wall art and other 
accessories as a simple way to try out the colors without 
going all-in on new furniture or wall paint right away. By 
starting small, you’ll get a sense of how the colors work. 
� en you can go big if you really love it.

Indeed, some professional designers think the colors 
are too rich to apply to entire room, so accents might be a 
smart choice.

But some ways to go big and not overwhelm include 
adding Illuminating yellow drapes in a sunroom or 
accenting a wood table with a yellow chair with gray tiles 

in the background, according to  Renae Keller, a designer 
quoted in an article appearing recently in the Minneapolis 
Star-Tribune. 

If you’d like to bring out the paint brush, Pantone 
suggests you paint your front door with sunny 
Illuminating. “Painting a front door in bright yellow 
Illuminating conveys a warm and welcoming message 
when supported by solid and dependable Ultimate Gray 
in the exterior � nishes,” Pantone explained. 

Indoors, the kitchen is the obvious room to use these 
colors in accents because, Pantone said, Ultimate Gray 
represents natural colors that stand the test of time, and 
you can rest assured that this enduring hue will never go 
out of style. Consider brushing it on the walls or cabinets 
in your kitchen. Add bursts of yellow with tea towels or 
canisters. 

Because Illuminating is both vivacious and warming 
and Ultimate Gray is solid and dependable, there 
are many ways to experiment and bring some of that 
aspirational feeling to the home.

Pantone
color of the year

Since 2021 promises hope, a fresh look 

for spring can help brighten your outlook. 

The color experts at Pantone have fully 

embraced this aesthetic with their color of 

the year: Ultimate Gray and Illuminating.


